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Forget About Sliding on the Screen - Enjoy Funny Carnival Mirror
Published on 05/29/13
STOIK Software introduces Carnival Mirror 1.1 for iOS. The app puts an exciting new spin
on photos, allowing users to easily add fun carnival effects to any photo. Taking photos
to the next level, Carnival Mirror specializes in the absurdly comical transformation of
facial expressions in real time, letting users warp photos of faces in any direction and
automatically detecting faces. Adding hilarious cartoon effects, ugly noses, exaggerated
eyes, and more can be done even without a click.
Sacramento, California - STOIK Software introduces Carnival Mirror 1.1 for iOS. The fun
Entertainment app for iPhone, iPad and iPad touch, allows users to easily add fun carnival
effects to any photo.
Forget about sliding on the screen and enjoy funny Carnival Mirror! Putting an exciting
new spin on the photo effects to the next level, Carnival Mirror specializes in the
absurdly comical transformation of face expressions in real time. Carnival Mirror lets a
user warp photos of faces in any direction and automatically detects faces. Adding
hilarious cartoon eyes, ugly noses, exaggerated eyes, and more can be done even without a
click!
Feature Highlights:
* Quick face recognition system
* Real time warping effects
* Support of front and back camera
* Save your pictures
Language Support:
English, Catalan, Czech, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish,
Portuguese, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish, Traditional Chinese
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS/4/4S/5, iPod touch (3rd/4th/5th generation), and iPad
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 7.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Carnival Mirror 1.1 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Entertainment category.
STOIK Software:
http://stoik.mobi
Carnival Mirror 1.1:
http://stoik.mobi/products.html
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/carnival-mirror/id645469241
Screenshot 1:
http://stoik.mobi/images/CarnivalMirrorScreen320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://stoik.mobi/images/CarnivalMirrorScreen480x480-75.jpg
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App Icon:
http://stoik.mobi/images/CarnivalMirrorIcon.png

STOIK Software is a private company dedicated to image/video processing software
development. Today the company is focused on development of commercial graphics and video
software for consumer, mobile and professional markets. Our software has won numerous
awards all over the world. STOIK Software offers custom development services including:
Standalone software programs from scratch, for consumer or professional market, or for
industrial applications, client-server applications, libraries and modules; R&D of new
algorithms and technologies; implementation of algorithms developed by customer in
standardized modules and libraries; design and development of user interface for products;
hardware/software and software/software integration; and customization of STOIK products
to user needs. STOIK Software programs, modules and technologies were licensed for the
products by RICOH, YesVideo, SMI Group, Netscape Communications Corp., Quarterdeck
Corp.,
Berkeley Systems, Samsung Electronics, Primax International, Darim Vision, Telepix
Imaging, GT Interactive and others. Copyright (C) 2013STOIK Software. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of
their respective owners.
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